2002 Beltway Bandits
Semifinals
Questions lovingly handcrafted letter-by-letter by the Amish community of Pierre, South Dakota, who, frankly, have nothing better to do.

"Cracklin' Rosie, get on board."

TOSSUPS

1. He played lead guitar on the Tracy Chapman album “Matters of the Heart,” and on the Public Enemy song “Sophisticated Bitch.” His first solo effort, “Mistaken Identity” was released in 1996.  His best known band got its start backing Mick Jagger on his solo album “Primitive Cool” and released three albums for Epic, the last being “Stain” in 1993. FTP, name this songwriter of “Type,” “Glamour Boys.” And “Elvis Is Dead,” guitarist for Living Colour.  
A: Vernon Reid

2. This ex-Marine volunteered for the campaign of Senator Charles Palentine, and his date with a fellow campaigner went disastrously when he made the decision to take her to see “Swedish Marriage Manual.” He gained notoriety, however, for the murder of a man known only as Sport, which turned him into an ironic hero, particularly with both the parents of a Pittsburgh girl named Iris, and with a real-life would-be assassin who similarly wanted to impress the actress who played Iris. For ten points, name this title character, played by Robert DeNiro, of the 1976 film “Taxi Driver.”
A: Travis Bickle  (accept either)

3. High expecations were dashed quickly, as they dropped three of their first four games. The losses at wideout hurt, though a strong defense held five of its last seven opponents to 17 or fewer, no mean feat in the PAC-10. Season lowlights included an opening pasting at Fresno State and a hammering by Washington State; the highlight was a 49-24 home upset of Washington, and many considered the narrow 17-14 loss to its in state rival a moral victory. For ten points, name this PAC-10 football team, who next year will need Derek Anderson and Stephen Jackson to step in for Jonathan Smith and Ken Simonton, nicknamed the Beavers. 
A: Oregon State University

4. The hero can be equipped with either daggers, axes, holy water (change to a “fire bomb” in later editions), and a boomerang, in addition to his trusty whip, which can be “leather” or “thorn.”  Seven stages await you, at the end of which lies an icon of horror, whether Medusa, the Grim Reaper, or Frankenstein’s monster. For ten points, name this 1987Konami videogame, spawning innumerable sequels, in which Simon Belmont ventures into a castle to slay Count Dracula. 
Answer: Castlevania

5. It wasn’t Parenthood, but featured Juliette Lewis as a bratty teen. It wasn’t Beavis and Butthead, but had a disclaimer before some episodes that stated that the show’s very premise constituted a federal offense. It wasn’t “Cop Rock,”  but it was almost as short-lived and almost as memorable; after all, how many sitcoms end like this? [Actors: “It’s been cancelled.”  “The  flight?”  “No, our series!”]  It was the story of a busy L.A. architect and single father of two and a Central American refugee who was afraid she would be shot if the feds deported her. For ten points, name this 1987 ABC sitcom about a man’s sham marriage to his maid. 
A: I Married Dora

6. Its residents can be fed for a mere 87 cents a day. Notorious for inexplicable political strife and cheap labor, it was supposed to be where the Gruntmaster 6000 was built. Its gross national product increased dramatically when France declared war on it after an accident destroyed the French Embassy there; the residents used the bombs for scrap metal. National fashion involves long beards and tall hats. For ten pointsname this muddy, impoverished, fourth-world country created by Scott Adams, sometimes visited by Dilbert. 
A: Elbonia (also accept North Elbonia)

7. He unsuccessfully sued Paul McCartney for a portion of the royalties from the White Album, based on McCartney's statement that the third cut, "O-Bla-Di, O-Bla-Da," took its title from an expression he used; he is mentioned by name in that song, further highlighting this ska musician's influence. FTP, name this artist, whose songs like "Mother Pepper" and "Unity," while important in the evolution that would eventually produce reggae, weren't as big hits in the United States as the indecipherable "Israelites."  
A: Desmond Dekker (acc. Desmond Dacris (born name))

8. Periodic table chess provides the deus ex machina in this film, as Dr. Ira Kane analogizes that as arsenic is poison to Earthly life, so selenium must be to nitrogen-based ones. Those life forms arrive in a meteor which damages Seann William Scott's car, cause Orlando Jones to be rectally violated with an insect-like creature and some metal objects, and perform other public services before their extermination by Allison Reed, played by Julianne Moore, and Kane, played by David Duchovny in, FTP, this 2001 Ivan Reitman film.
A: Evolution
Editor's note: Why can't more things cause Orlando Jones to be rectally violated with metal objects?

9. This team finished with a record of 24-11. After avenging several losses to Miami during the regular season, they dispatched with them in the first round of the Eastern Conference playoffs. But then this team, coached by Richie Adubato, ran into the red-hot Charlotte Sting and dropped two on their home court, thereby finding itself in a position to which it is not accustomed - missing the WNBA finals. For ten points, name this WNBA team, led by Vickie Johnson, Tari Phillips, and Teresa Witherspoon. 
 New York Liberty (prompt on New York)

10. He lent his voice to the short-lived “God, The Devil, and Bob.”  His had guest appearances on “Married With Children” and “Fresh Prince of Bel-Air” before getting the role of Heavy Gene on the “John Larroquette Show.” His current character’s job involves resolving disputes among the likes of Marilyn Sudor and Marla Hendricks at Winslow High School. For ten points, name this actor, formerly the title character on “The Secret Diary Of Desmond Pfeiffer,” now portraying Principal Steven Harper on “Boston Public. 
Chi McBride

11. Warning: TWO answers required. One is accomplished individually, the other in groups. One uses utilities bundled with one's OS or provided by Norton Utilities, and can take hours; the other uses chain guns, rocket launchers, BFGs, and, epigrammatically, grenades, and software provided by ID Software, and requires only a few seconds. FTP, give these terms for killing an opposing player in Quake and optimizing the use of space on one's hard drive.
A: Fragging and Defragging ("fragging" is a term used in the game; accept "defragmenting" for "defragging")

12. They broke off from a cover band then playing the gold coast of Queensland. The sent 150 demo tapes worldwide, which attracted the attention of manager John Woodruff and former Air Supply producer Charles Fisher. Their two albums have spawned four hit singles and two chart-toppers ; their 2000 release “Affirmation” contained “I Knew I Loved You.” For ten points name this pop duo, consisting of Darren Hayes and Daniel Jones, best known for “I Want You” and “Truly Madly Deeply”
A: Savage Garden

13. Not technically a spinoff, dialogue made repeated references to the characters on the show it replaced, and it was created in 1980 so that CBS could continue the expensive production facilities it created for the previous show. It was also notable for having two “series finales,” one in 1987 which saw the title character die and ascend to heaven, and another a year later in which the identity of reclusive author Robin Masters is revealed. For ten points, name this series, where Mac Reynolds, Theodore Calvin, and Rick Wright all pitch in to help the Ferrari-driving leading man. 
Answer: Magnum, P.I.

14. Rhetorical targets include Senator Robert Byrd, peace activists, and male and female “eunuchs” incapable of leading a nation into war, and “12,000 Pakistani boys named Osama.” The Connecticut Libertarian Party and its “obsession with drug culture” is another target, since they refused to consider giving her a nomination to challenge Republican moderate Chris Shays. This author of “High Crimes And Misdemeanors,” a pro-Clinton impeachment book, however, was kicked off the National Review Online after suggesting that American should force all Arabs to convert to Christianity. FTP name this nutty ultra-conservative blond bombshell. 
A: Ann Coulter

15. Among his witticisms : “The most valuable commodity I know of is information.” “Lunch is for wimps.” “If you need a friend, get a dog.” “A fool and his money are lucky enough to get together in the first place.” “Sheep get slaughtered.” “If something's worth doing it's worth doing for money.” “Read Sun-tzu, The Art of War. Every battle is won before it is ever fought.” “I look at a hundred deals a day. I pick one.” And of course, “Greed, for lack of a better word, is good.”  For ten points, name this character, portrayed by Michael Douglas as a symbol of 80s corporate raiders, from the 1987 film Wall Street. 
A: Gordon Gekko

16. Its first recorded appearance is in 1739, originating from the workshop of Rémy Peverie. It was banned in 1789 as a symbol of the aristocracy, but despite this and a vaguely-obscene name -- literally, an obsolete word for "donkey", an allusion to its purpose -- it grew in popularity, and today, the average Italian household has 1.6 of them. Italy, Spain, and Portugal each actually use more than France, where it's falling out of popularity in favor of showers, and, at least as far as can be told from Crocodile Dundee's perplexity, they're entirely unknown in the Australian outback. FTP, identify this bathroom fixture, used for cleansing one's backside with a stream of water.
A: Bidet

17. This establishment received a D from the health inspector, but that paper has been covered up by a review from a local food critic -- apparently the proprietor took down his sign proclaiming “Come for the freak, stay for the food.”  Lionel Hutz said this business was guilty of the most blatant false advertising since “The Never-Ending Story” because of its buffet policies.  FTP, name this restaurant run by Captain McAllister, whose name differs by one letter from a Wagnerian opera.
A: The Frying Dutchman

18. Born in Boston in 1854, she was sickly as a child; her father experimented with letting her run with her brothers Tom and Warren, and she quickly regained her health. Growing up in Wisconsin, in the 1860's she survived a prairie fire, nearly lost her dog Nero to evil uncle Edmund, and, becoming aware of a plan by settlers to attack the local Lakota Indians, tipped them off. FTP, name this tomboyish titular heroine of a novel by Carol Ryrie Brink.
A: Caddie Woodlawn

19. In between trying out for the Canadian equivalent of the PGA Tour, he’s become a consultant to the sixth and final team for which he played. This comes after 12 distinct knee injuries and 8 operations, during a 19-year career that saw him play in 6 All-Star games, win 5 Stanley Cups, and win a Vezina Trophy. For ten points, name this netminder, who ended his career with the Calgary Flames with stops in Buffalo, Los Angeles, and Toronto after being part of the Edmonton Oilers dynasty. 
A: Grant Fuhr

20. The piano riff in the chorus lifts the hook from the Beatles’ “Sexy Sadie” while the long coda ends in a buzz of dissonance. According to the lyrics, the singer  has given all he can, it’s not enough ; we’re still on the payroll. He complains about one man who buzzes like a detuned radio. And a girl whose party the singer has crashed has a Hitler hairdo that’s making him feel ill. Finally he says “For a minute there, I lost myself.” For ten points, name this 1997 single from “OK Computer” by Radiohead, in which our hero seeks Hindu law enforcement.  
Answer: Karma Police

21. "Hollywood Vice Squad" and "Under the Rainbow" were exemplars of the sort of films she made mid-career. By comparison, playing Tom Hanks’ love interest in two lame comedies, "The Man With One Red Shoe" and"The ‘Burbs" was a highlight. Her screen debut was in "Shampoo" in 1975, and more recently had small roles as a therapist in "Austin Powers" and a nun in "Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back." For ten points name this actress, also the author of such books as "Surrender the Pink" and "Postcards From The Edge," best known for her bun hairdo in three "Star Wars" films.
A: Carrie Fisher

22. Illinois Lieutenant Governor Corrine Wood is leading a boycott against this 108 year-old company, objecting to the “lifestyle” they promote, which the company refers to as “the casual classic American lifestyle.” But Wood’s attention was drawn when her daughter brought home one of their catalogs, or as the company calls them “quarterlies,” replete with semi nude young men cavorting with either young women, or each other.  For ten points, name this titan of overpriced apparel, spun off from The Limited in 1998. 
A: Abercrombie & Fitch

23. A dispute over repurposing episodes on cable delayed the debut of this show just three minutes before it was to have aired in January. Among the early highlights of the show were Jewel explaining how to castrate a bull and an interview with Suge Knight that spanned two episodes. Other guests get interviewed, then play music, like Alicia Keys in the delayed opener. FTP, name this newest late-night interview show on NBC hosted by Carson Daly.
ANS: Last Call

24. A native of Austin, Texas, this graduate of Nebraska’s Scottsbluff Junior College went undrafted and signed in 1952 as a free agent after a four-year stint in the Army with the team who made him famous. He later had a stint with the Chicago Cardinals before finishing up Detroit Lions in 1965. Five times all-NFL and a six-time Pro Bowler, he was selected as an all-time defensive back both in 1969 and again in 2000, on the strength of his 68 career interceptions. For ten points, name this Hall of Fame cornerback, who passed away days before Super Bowl XXXVI (thirty-six), the record holder for most interceptions in one season with 14, nicknamed, the “Night Train.” 
A: Dick “Night Train” Lane

25. It began life as a neighborhood bar ion Grenville Avenue in Dallas, Texas in 1975 and grew to inlcude 764 restaurants in 20 countries, including 48 of the 50 states.  Now a division of Brinker International, along with Romano’s Macaroni Grill and Corner Bakery, it’s signed *NSync as its latest celebrity pitchmen.  For ten points, name this restaurant chain, which “grills like no place else,” whose core menu items include Big Mouth Burgers, the Awesome Blossom, and of course, Baby Back Ribs. 
A: Chili’s
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1. Identify the following pitchers whose names sometimes surface when discussing why Don Drysdale doesn’t belong in the Baseball Hall of Fame. 
a. Bill James in his case against Don Drysdale likens him to this non-Hall of Fame pitcher, owner of a lifetime 209-164 record, but who is probably more famous for being the other key player in the deal that sent Frank Robinson from Cincy to Baltimore. 
A: Milt Pappas
b. Most  sabermetrics types would rather see this currently eligible pitcher, owner of a 287-250 record, in the Hall. If elected, he’d be the first European-born player in Cooperstown.  
A: Bert Blyleven
c. Curiously, Don Drysdale went 0-5 lifetime against this pitcher, who is probably more famous for being traded for Lou Brock in 1964. 
A: Ernie Broglio

2. Name the following about Scandinavian children's authors FTPE
a. This Norwegian created the BFG, Danny the Champion of the World, and most famously Willy Wonka.
A: Roald Dahl
b. This recently-deceased Swede created Pippi Longstocking.
A: Astrid Ericcson Lindgren
c. Tove Jansson of Finland wrote and illustrated a series of books about this titular family of valley-dwelling creatures and their friends.
A: The Moomins

3. Answer the following about the TV show “Will and Grace” for ten points each. 
a. For five points each, what are the last names of Will and Grace
A: (Will) Truman and (Grace) Adler
b. This is the name of Karen’s oft-abused maid, from an unspecified Central American country, played by Shelly Morrison. 
A: Rosario
c. This actor, used to the time slot now occupied by Will & Grace, occasionally appears as Grace’s on-again-off-again boyfriend Nathan. 
A: Woody Harrelson

4. Identify these bands and their spinoffs from the 80s, for five points each. 
a. (5,5) Three members of this band, responsible for such hits as “The Reflex” and “Hungry Like The Wolf,” put out the single “Election Day” and album “So Red The Rose” under this moniker. 
A: Duran Duran and Arcadia
b. (5,5) Ian Curtis, the frontman for these goth-rock stalwarts, killed himself in nasty fashion, right after the success of “Love Will Tear Us Apart.” The rest of the band continued under this name and released such synth-driven albums as “Substance” and “Republic.” 
A: Joy Division and New Order
c. (5,5) Two members of this synth pop band, who prided themselves on being airy and without musical chops, decided to get ultra-political in a dance outfit of their own. The former group had a huge hit with “Don’t You Want Me and Fascination” ; the latter had a minor hit with “(We Don’t Need This) Fascist Groove Thang.” 
A: Human League and Heaven 17

5. Most, but not all, coutroom drams revolve around criminal cases. Identify these courtroom dramas that don’t, from the name of Plaintiff’s lead counsel for 10, or from a description of the suit for 5. 
a. 	10: Frank Galvin
5: Galvin, a down on his luck alcoholic, takes on the powerful archdiocese of Boston to justice in a medical malpractice case and wins. 
Ans: The Verdict
b. 	10: Jan [YAHN] Schlichtmann
5: Schlichtmann takes on after a chemical company for dumping toxic waste into the water supply of a Massachusetts town. Based on a true story. 
Ans: A Civil Action
c. 	10: Joe Miller
5: Miller wins a wrongful termination suit for fellow attorney Andrew Beckett, an AIDS sufferer, against a conservative law film. Also loosely based on a true story. 
Ans: Philadelphia

6. Though it seems that way sometimes, not all McLaughlin Group panelists are conservatives. Given a book written or co-written by one of the panelists who _doesn’t_ have archconservative politics, name him or her FTP each. 
a. War Without Bloodshed: The Art of Politics
A: Eleanor Clift
b. Showing My Color: Impolite Essays on Race and Identity
A: Clarence Page
c. Fat Man In A Middle Seat: Forty Years Of Covering Politics
A: Jack Germond

7. Given clues, name the Atlantic Ten product who has as of late been playing in the NBA. Five points each and a five point bonus for all five. 
a. This shooting guard out of Temple starts for the Miami Heat and is known for his steals and free throw shooting. 
A: Eddie Jones
b. This Rhode Island product is a shooting guard and a three-point specialist for the Houston Rockets. 
A: Cuttino Mobley 
c. This 6th man for the Sixers is a Philly favorite ; not only is he a Philly native, he’s a Temple alumnus. 
A: Aaron McKie
d. This forward for the Heat is a Xavier product.
A: Brian Grant
e. Another Temple guy, but not currently on an NBA roster, he’s played for both the Hawks and Sixers. 
A: Pepe Sanchez

8. Name the following thematically-similar sci-fi TV series FTPE:
a. In this LA cop drama, Matthew Sykes and alien partner George Francisco investigate the Newcomer drug underworld.
A: Alien Nation
b. In this early 80's pair of miniseries, reptilians led by Queen Diana conquer Earth in search of natural resources to aid their dying planet.
B: V
c. In an incident of not only breaking the fourth wall but wrapping it around itself, a character on this series visited the set of Star Trek: Enterprise and talked to John Billingsley about what it's like to play an alien.
A: Roswell
d. Morgan Weisser starred in this short-lived Fox offering about the 58th squadron of the U.S. Marine Corps Space Aviator Calvary. They fought the evil Chiggs. 
A: Space: Above and Beyond

9. Given an album on the Spin Top 20 Albums of 2001, name the artist or group responsible for F5PE. 
a. “Is This It” 		The Strokes
b. “Essence”		Lucinda Williams
c. “Party Music”	The Coup
d. “Born to Do It”	Craig David
e. “Toxicity”		System of a Down
f. “The Id”		Macy Gray

10. In its four volumes, you can pilot a giant humanoid robot such as a Griffin, Stinger, Mad Cat, or Marauder. FTPE:
a. What is this series of computer games, which shares its name with an RPG set in the same universe?
A: MechWarrior
b. MechWarrior is a spinoff of this gaming series from FASA
A: BattleTech
c. The BattleTech universe is based around five primary "successor houses". FTP, name any of the five.
A: Marik, Liao, Davion, Steiner, Kurita (accept "Cameron," but I'd be very surprised if anyone at all says it)

11. [Foods Bonus, if there is one.]

11a. He will forever be known in movie trivia circles as the “man who fucked the pie.” For ten points each, answer the following about the film career of Jason Biggs FTP each. 
a. Five points each, give the first and last names of the character played by Biggs in both American Pie films, a doofus who can’t get laid. 
A: Jim  Levinstein
b. Playing a doofus college student who can’t get laid, and whose unsophisticated ways are symbolized by his goofy winter hat, Biggs stars in this film, most notable for its dubious use of drug-induced date rapes as a comic device.  Name this stinker of a comedy. 
A: Loser
c. In a dramatic stretch, Biggs plays a doofus who does get laid, thanks to a bitchy girlfriend who makes him disown his buddies. Dubious comic devices here include his buddies kidnapping and torturing her and telling Biggs’ character she’s dead. And then Neil Diamond shows up.  
A: Saving Silverman

12. Exactly half of the world’s top 12 in the PGA rankings as of Feburary 4 are Americans. Such is the stuff of which trash boni are made. For five points each, name the six that are not, two South Africans, a Spaniard, an Irishman, a Fijian, and a Canadian. 
Answer: Sergio Garcia, Ernie Els, Retief Goosen, Vijay Singh, Padraig Harrington, Mike Weir

13. Name the following obsolete forms of women's clothing FTPE, or F5P if you need an easier clue:
a1. This roll went around the waist to elevate the skirt, improving the apparent heft of the buttocks. 
a2. None of this explains why Robert Plant thinks they get in hedgerows.
A: Bustle
b2. A type of high-necked blouse, it was cut well below the midpoint of the body and meant to be bunched up.
b3. This garment had an impact on American labor history in the 1910s, both in a 1909-1910 strike and an infamous 1911 fire.
A: Shirtwaist
c1. Designed as a form of unisex underwear, it consisted of a two-piece garment which buttoned together after being put on.
c2. Its use by boys, however, was widely perceived as effemininate, giving the term its modern definition.
A: Pantywaist

14. For ten points each, fill in the blanks in these storylines and name the Steely Dan song given clues, FTP each.  
a. The narrator is obviously slightly peeved that he has to explain Arretha Franklin to his younger companion, but later muses that “the Cuervo Gold” and an unspecified product called “fine Columbian”  make tonight a wonderful thing. 
A: Hey Nineteen
b. The narrator wants a name when he loses, and then suggests he be called [blank]. 
A: Deacon Blues
c. The narrator looks forward to this day, because when [blank] comes, he’s gonna watch the grey man while they dive from the fourteenth floor. Fun for all involved. 
A: Black Friday

15. Identify these failed attempts to revive the golden age of the prime-time soap opera in the wake of “Melrose Place” FTP each.  
a. This failed 2000 nightime NBC soap opera paired Caspar van Dien with Yasmine Bleeth. 
A: Titans
b. CBS’s early 1990’s attempt at a Melrose knock-off, it involved goings on at Communique Magazine.  Features actresses included Mariel Hemingway, Raquel Welch, and Lauren Hutton. 
A: Central Park West 
c. Aaron Spelling falied to duplicate his success with “Melrose” in short-lived 1997 Fox show starring Jarrod Emick and featuring Joan Collins and Greg Evigan built around a real estate firm. 
A: Pacific Palisades

16. Some people have complained that all the questions on pornography are aimed at straight men. Well, it’s time to go partway towards fixing that. Identify the studio that produces porn for gay men from clues FTP each. 
a. Sort of the McDonalds of porn, this famous outfit does both gay and straight titles. Famous recent straight titles include AVN Award Winner “Fade to Black,” starring Jenna Jameson. 
A: Vivid Video 
b. This studio produced such classics as “Bigger the Better,’ which starred Matt Ramsey, who went on to do straight porn as Peter North. 
A: Firstplace
c. The most prestigious purveyor of porn for queer boys is this studio, named for a bird of prey, who have generated such films as “Big River” and “Spokes,” known for production values unusually high for adult movies. 
A: Falcon

17. Identify these American women of track and field, for the stated number of points. 
(5) This woman, star of women’s track and field, took gold medals in the 100 and 200 meter races in Sydney. 
A: Marion Jones
(10) The only American woman besides Jones to win an individual track and field gold medal was this pole vaulter, who recently set a new women’s world record at a meet in Sweden. 
A: Stacey Dragila
(15) One major disappointment was the collapse of this middle-distance runner in the final stretch of the 1500 meter race in Sydney. 
A: Suzy Favor Hamilton

18. Given a solo album by a member of the group NWA, name the responsible artist for 5 points each. [Note to moderator : Don’t give the answers until the end.]
a.“The Predator”			Ice Cube (O’ Shea Jackson)
b. “One Mo’ Nigga To Go”		DJ Yella (Antoine Carraby)
c. “Nobody Can Do It Better”		The D.O.C. 
d. “Kiss My Black Azz”		M.C. Ren (Lorenzo Patterson)
e. “Str8 Off The Streetz”		Eazy-E (Eric Wright)
f. “The Chronic”			Dr. Dre (Andre Young)

19. Answer these questions about David Eggers’ bestseller “A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius” FTP each.
a. This is the name of Eggers’ grade-school brother he would have to care for after their parents’ deaths.
ANS: Toph (also accept Christopher)
b. A good portion of the book chronicles Eggers’ work launching this humor magazine that made headlines by creating the major hoax that child star Adam Rich had died a horrible death.
ANS: Might
c. After failing an audition to get on this show, he later appears in an episode interviewing cartoonist Judd Winnick for a potential spot on “Might.”
ANS: The Real World (San Francisco, season 3, one of the last times cast members were supposed to find real jobs on the show instead of being handed one by the producers)

20. Name the following films which starred both Gene Wilder and Richard Pryor FTPE:
a. In this 1976 film, Wilder sees a body thrown from his train, and investigates. Pryor then pushes him off.
A: Silver Streak
b. Wilder plays a compulsive liar, Pryor a con man; the two fall into a scheme to get at the money of missing millionaire Abe Fielding.
A: Another You
c. Wilder & Pryor were originally to have appeared together in this 1974 film, but because Pryor's material was at the time very controversial, Cleavon Little filled his role.
A: Blazing Saddles

21. Answer the following about fictional professional sports teams on TV shows. 
a. (10) This show featured an inept minor league baseball team called the Pioneers and featured Fear Factor host Joe Rogan. 
A: Hardball
b. (5,5) This was the name of the professional team that Hayden Fox coached on Coach after leaving Minnesota State. Five points each, name the city and team.  
A: Orlando Breakers
c. (10) 1st and Ten, which featured O.J. Simpson, and Delta Burke as team owner, revolved around the happenings of this professional football team. Name the team for ten points. 
A: California Bulls (prompt on California)

22. F5PE, say "shit" (as a noun) in each of the following languages:
a. French	A: Merde (mayrd)
b. German	A: Scheiße (SHY-suh)
c. Russian	A: Govno
d. Hindi	A: Gobar (GO-bur) or Tatti
e. Latin		A: Merda or Stercum
f. Mandarin	A: Dah bieng (daH bieng)

23. Can you tell the Wilson brothers apart? Given a film, tell whether it features Owen Wilson, Luke Wilson, both or neither, five points each.
a. Shanghai Noon		ANS: Owen
b. Charlie’s Angels		ANS: Luke
c. House on Haunted Hill	ANS: neither (Bridgitte Wilson starred in this; Owen Wilson was in “The Haunting”)
d. Armageddon			ANS: Owen
e. Never Been Kissed		ANS: neither (it does feature Owen and Luke’s brother, Andrew)
f. The Royal Tenenbaums	ANS: both

